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Digital level system 

• This type of instrument has a compensator similar to that on an 

automatic level, but the graduated leveling staff is not observed 

and read by the operator. 

•The operator has only to point the instrument at a bar-code-type 

staff, which then can be read by the level itself. The digital level 

eliminates human reading error and increases the speed at which 

leveling work can be performed.  

•The only significant disadvantage is the high cost as compared 

to the optical automatic level. 



Digital level system 

• The measuring system of the digital level consists of a level 

comprising optics and compensator, a bar code scale mostly on 

an invar band fixed into a rod frame, a CCD linear array and a 

software controlling all operations, procedures and process of the 

digital level (Ingensand 1999). 
 

• When we operate with a digital levelling system, a CCD camera 

takes picture from the rod, which covers a certain sector of the 

bar code scale above and below the horizontal level. The picture 

is then compared to the picture of the whole scale stored in the 

memory of the instrument. Each manufacturer has its own 

method to process the rod reading (Ingensand 1999). 
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Laser level el:  

• Although this type of instrument is categorized as laser, 

these levels actually employ three different types of light 

sources: tube laser, infrared diode, and laser diode. 

• The instrument uses a rotating head to project the laser beam 

in a level 360 degree plane.  

• The advantages are twofold: no operator is required once the 

instrument is set up; and different people in various locations 

can work by using a single light source. 

• The disadvantages are that accuracy is less than that 

provided by other types of levels and that the cost is 

significantly higher. 




